ART AND CHOCOLATE
Children from 1 to 2 years old.

- We want to make a monster for the next carnival.
- We tell the children the fairy tale: “The red little hood”
- So we look for different fear music:
  - Rimsky Korsakov “The fly flight”
  - Grieg “Peter Gynt, In the king palace”
  - Tchaikovsky “The nutcracker”
• And we paint with chocolate while we were listening the music
• With our picture the teachers will make a horrible monster...
ART AND CHOCOLATE.

Children from 2 to 3 years old.

- We want to make a monster too.
- We choose paint with our feet and chocolate... is nice!
- In silence we heard music and we paint and taste chocolate.
At last, teachers make a phantom for carnival, and a little piece of this picture for each one to carry home.
ART AND MUSIC
Children from 2-3 years old

- We prepare the classroom with two papers, the colours, and the Childs with t-shirts.
- We have chosen different funny music:
  - “Vals of the pretty slipper”. TCHAIKOVSKY
  - “The sabre dance”. KHATCHATURIAN
  - “Toys symphony”. MOZART
Children knows that while music is playing they can not make noise. They must listen and enjoy themselves.
And this is our... FINAL ART PRODUCT!!!
• We select different pictures that could be attractive for the children.
• About emotions...
• We show them and talk about the things they can see in it.
Bits and Emotions

• First we were selecting some pictures which could for themselves transmit the children different emotions: Fear, gladness, surprises, sadness…

• Then we realized that those pictures were not well adapted for the children and we have decided that we should look for pictures transmitting themselves different emotions not only for the theme they were showing us.

• Although they are in Bits format for the little ones we will make a kind of book to stay in the classroom.
Some of our Bits are:

- We already have produce a Set over more than 40 pictures with the following categories:
  - Impressionism: Sorolla, Monet, Degas, Van Gogh, Pissarro...
  - Classic themes and Portrait (Goya, Velázquez...)
  - Modern art (Picasso and Miró)
  - Sculpture
Light and Music: Carnival is mysterious.
Childrens from 1 to 2 years old

- We want to create an special atmosphere throw light and music
- We gave the children a torch and made the dark in the classroom.
- The music was:
  - “Across the view”. Richard. Burmer
  - “Disappearing into you”. Raphael.
AND THAT IS OUR CARNIVAL!

This year our topic is “THE FEAR”: monsters, phantoms...

Macarena, our artist, built a fear tunnel and each classroom putted their monsters into the Tunnel...but our children are very brave!